Release notes Studio3: 3.0.84

16-07-2021

New features
PLANNING: Added grouping of tasks by location in task list
PLANNING: Added grouping tasks by location in gantt chart
PLANNING: Added an option to show and drag parent/ child tasks as 1 block
PLANNING: When a filter on vehicle is applied to the task list, the selected vehicle will be the default
entry when crteating a nes task
TACHO: Infringementletters per driver can now be saved.
FUEL: Added grouping by driver, vehicle and day

Issues solved
CHAT: Always scroll down the list when receiving a new message
VEHICLES: Made it possible to enter vehicle dimensions with decimals
DAY ROUTE: Improved the way highlighted route is shown
DAY ROUTE: Fixed zooming in on day route
DAY ROUTE: Always show the vehicle selection box
DAY ROUTE: Time slider uses 1 minute increments
PLANNING: Task list is updated periodically
PLANNING: Planned route is always shown in same colour on the map
PLANNING: Scroll option added to column list
PLANNING: When a task is opened in gantt chart the linked client is retained
PLANNING: When adding an asset to a task the full list of asset types is shown
PLANNING: When applying a route checkbox is removed
PLANNING: Correct information is shown for future tasks
SENSOR: Export of data, structure of csv and separators fixed
ASSETS: Made it possible to change the type of an asset
TIMESHEET: Fised the way tiemesheet data is displayed
MAP When a driver name is linked to a tachocard the driver is also included in the tacho screen
REPORTS: Correct languae is selected for basic reports

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.83

28-05-2021

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.83

28-05-2021

New features

PLANNING: Added scroll to textfield in task detail screen
PLANNING: Printout of planning per task shows capacity

Issues solved
USERS: Restriction to a group is visible in table
ASSET: Assets can be viewed for multiple days
TACHO: Multiple bug fixes and improvements
PLANNING: Improved routine to optimise a route
PLANNING: Retain a task’s location when dragging a task to a different vehicle
PLANNING: Fixed some issues that occurred while dragging tasks in route detail screen
PLANNING: Issue with access for planners that are restricted to a group

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.82

29-04-2021

New features
PLANNING: New logic applied to route optimisation
PLANNING: Added the ability to mark a task as priority for task optimisation
MACHINE: Added sorting on all columns in table

Issues Solved
MAP: Tasks will not be shown on map if not selected in settings
MAP: Search button is activated on day route when location is entered
MAP: Filling the address directly in task screen when creating a task from search result
MAP: Selecting specific vehicles from a list when clicking on a grouping icon
MAP: Assets are shown on the map when selected in settings
CHAT: Chat messages to virtual units
CHAT: Show all chat messages after change of user settings
CHAT: Fixed an issue where sometimes not all chat messages would be displayed
TIMESHEET: Corrected incorrectly calculated duration of a drive in specific situations
PLANNING: Actual updated timeline is shown at all times
PLANNING: Issue where incorrect task would be deleted
PLANNING: Fixed an issue with copying of tasks
PLANNING: While dragging a task no mouse over information is shown

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.81

13-04-2021

Issues solved
CHAT: Clicking on ‘Type a message’ will add this to the message
PLANNING: Task route not shown in task detail view
PLANNING: Entering the expected departure time automatically
PLANNING: When creating new task in Gantt chart set time selected in Gantt chart as planned time
PLANNING: Not being able to drag tasks if the Gantt chart is shown on a 2nd screen

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.80

09-04-2021

New features
MACHINE: Added a module enabling CO2 calculation based on Operation Hours
PLANNING: Added an option to search for text inside a task
ASSET: Added the option to enter a description for an asset
MAP: When the current driver is unknown the name of the last known driver will be shown in italics

Issues solved
CHAT: Updating list of chat messages while view is filtered on a group
MAP: Unable to use follow selected vehicle on dayroute
MAP: Use all selected zoom level as set in settings
MAP: Inconsistent displaying of location types on the map
KAART: Issue with displaying of tasks on map while in compact list view
ASSET: Reporting of all updated assets in a selected timeframe
ASSET: Translations in reports
PLANNING: Addition print template for planning
PLANNING: Various improvements on the Gantt chart view
PLANNING: Import of tasks using only gps coordinates
BASIC REPORTS: Fixed issue with export of results
TACHO: Resolved various issues with infringement reporting
CALENDAR: Fixed an issue with Last Month option
DAY ROUTE: Showing day route on the map even when CAN-bus data does not report any distances
SETTINGS: Always show Driver app menu when purchased

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.79

22-02-2021

New features
PLANNING: Added the ability to filter on vehicles that are no longer active (unit uninstalled)
PLANNING: Ability to show category of a task in list of unplanned tasks
ASSET: Editing asset’s data has been made easier when done from map screen

Issues solved
PLANNING: Not all columns displayed are included in an export
PLANNING: Order of tasks in a schedule are not always stored correctly
PLANNING: In schedules the search on location has been fixed
PLANNING: Fixed an issue where unplanned tasks could not be dragged into the task Gantt
PLANNING: Order and Merge options will not be available after showing the route
PLANNING: Fixed an issue with copying tasks
PLANNING: Order of tasks (earliest first) fixed in printout of planning
DAYROUTE: Data without correct GPS fix will no longer be shown on the map
RERPORTS: Fixe dan issue with the export of result to .csv
MAP: Fixed an issue with the zoom-level of the map when showing tasks

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.78

10-02-2021

New features
CHAT: Show the number of new chat messages in Studio icon on Windows taskbar
LOCATION: A colour can now be assigned to a location type
PLANNING: Data is refreshed automatically ( push logic )
PLANNING: Added function to add driver questionnaire to a task
PLANNING: Number of unscheduled tasks is shown
PLANNING: Mouse over will now also show task category and there will be a short delay before
mouseover is displayed
USERS: Ability to enter driver license expiry date
DAYROUTE: Added ability to search for location in day route view
MAP: Is is now possible to link a tacho card or ID button number to a driver from the map screen

Issues solved
MAP: Multiple adjustments in default settings
MAP: Fixed an issue with re-centering of the map
MAP: Performance improvements when showing a large number of locations
DAYROUTE: Selected drive is always plotted on top of route on the map
CLIENTS: Fixed filtering on reference
SENSOR: Show mouse over on graph
SENSOR: Extended maximum number of days from 2 to 7
PLANNING: Dragging of tasks at certain zoom levels and saving of selected zoom level
PLANNING: Fixed an issue with city names containing ‘s
USERS: Fixed keyboard tab order of fields
VEHICLE: Fixed an issue where vehicle image would not save
CHAT: Multiple small improvements
VISIONLINK: Multiple changes to link to Visionlink software

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.77

02-12-2020

New features

CHAT: Display the number of unread chat messages in windows taskbar
PLANNING: Ability to move unscheduled tasks one week ahead
PLANNING: Show a location’s opening hours when a location is linked to a task
HELP: Release notes also available in English
CLIENTS: Enabled linking multiple locations to one client
LOCATIONS: Viewing of more than one client linked to a location added
ROLES: Added ability to give read-only restrictions for clients and locations
VEHICLES: Warning in case an operation hours calibration has a lower value than the previous one

Opgeloste issues
USERS: Entry of a 14 character ID button value enabled for Myfare
TACHO: Issue with end of DST and correction of drivetime on drivetime article 9 subsection 2 (b)
PLANNING: Date field in csv export changed to DD/MM/YYYY
PLANNING: Removed whitespace in text of unplanned tasks
PLANNING: Fixed an issue where unplanned tasks could not be dragged due to blocksize
LANGUAGE: Improvements to the Turkish translations
REPORTS: Added times to dates in report header
VEHICLE: Changes to APK date as received from RDW
SENSOR: Performance improvements and added ability to show up to 2 days of data
EMAIL TEMPLATE: Added option to disable or cancel the manual e-mail pop-up
FUEL: Score for consumption remains the same after applying filter

Release notes Studio3: 3.0.76

10-11-2020

New features

CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTS: Added an option to filter results based on address
TACHO: Number of the week is shown
PLANNING: Fixed the zoom-in and zoom-out buttons
PLANNING: A warning will be shown in the Task detail screen when no GPS coordinates can be
found for the task location

Issues solved
PLANNING: A number of small improvements in Task gantt
PLANNING: A number of small improvements in Schedule
USER: Fix for not being able to enter a tacho card or ID-button value
MAP: Fixed an issue with the displaying of locations on the map

